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Chapter I 
INTRODUCTIONa HIGH RISK STUDENTS 
Changing Student Enrollments 
The decade of 1960 to 1970 was marked by tremendously 
increased concern for the welfare of underprivileged segments 
of our population. Conspicuous among other problems was the 
need for improved educational opportunities. The complexity 
of this problem became clearer when research evidence tended 
to show that simple changes in the quality of facilities, 
increase in personnel assigned, upgrading of se�ices provided, 
or modest shifts in curriculum emphasis did not effect signif­
icant improvements in the quality of learning. Educators are 
just beginning to realize that they confront tremendously 
complex problems when they seek to reverse the negative aspects 
of educational deprivation, social insulation, ethnic discrim-
ination, and economic dispossession. 
During the 1960•s deliberate changes in two social policies 
brought new post-secondary educational opportunities to millions 
of high school graduates. First• local, state, and federal 
governments reduced the cost barrier by offering subsidies to 
students and by building and subsidizing low-tuition institu­
tions. Seconds colleges and universities began lowering or 
abandoning entrance requirements for high academic performance 
in high school and/or high scores on standardized achievement 
tests.Cl) 
As a result, the generation now beginning its college 
education includes a significant portion of students who lack 
abilities which have previously been expected for college 
students. Typically, these students lack self-confidence as 
well as skills essential for advance academic work. The pattern 
for many of these students has been one of a revolving doora . 
they enter college and leave within the year, without fulfilling 
any educational goals. ( 2 ) 
For such students, access to further education does not 
guarantee a fair chance of reaping the traditional benefits of 
that experience. Thus, colleges . and universities.now face a 
broader social purpose. They must create the conditions for 
effective learning for a more diverse range of post-secondary 
students. Many approaches may be necessary to redress the 
growing mismatch between post-secondary institutions and the 
students entering them today. The most common approaches 
attempt to incorporate counseling, tutoring, and other services 
within an overall educational program. Basically, there seems 
to be two separate and distinct problemss 1. the acquisition 
of skills and; 2. the ability and/or disposition to apply 
these skills in pursuit of .educational goals. As incoming 
freshman many of these students, at this late stage of educa­
tional development, seem to be faced with the problem of 
learning how to learn. Learning how to learn· apparently 
involves more than skills. It is necessary to include atti-
tudes toward school, personal aspirations, and the experiences 
of previous success in academic undertaking. (_.3) . 
Many students today enter colleges and universities 
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deficient in the educational and interpersonal skills necessary 
to cope with the impersonality of college lectures. They often 
flounder in their freedom from the restraints and direction . · 
they have been accustomed to at home and the extreme regimenta­
tion used in many overcrowded, understaffed, inner-city schools. 
Because of the bureaucratic administrative system of academia 
and in many student service agencies, the social climate and 
academic expectations are quite foreign to many disadvantaged 
students. The prognosis for their survival is very disap­
pointing. <4> 
The problem becomes even more complex as educators document 
the need to recognize individual differences in students. What 
is required for effective learning and how this is achieved 
will vary for different students. They require different 
strategies and alternative teaching methods. Higher education 
must undergo some drastic changes in order to meet the individual 
learning styles of the increasing numbers of senior citizens, 
mothers, as well as the disadvantaged student·. 
To meet these needs of a variety of students in teaching 
and learning, the use of media, self-study resource centers, 
personalized and individualized instructional packages are 
being utilized. Concern for basic skills and skill development 
is gaining national recognition. Identification, assessment, 
and dissemination of successful responses to all low-achievement 
students are of major national importance. 
Recent special programs on television have documented the 
plight of the high school graduate who lacks basic communication, 
language, and mathematic skills. A legal battle is currently 
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in progress in which the State of. California is being sued 
by a high school graduate who cannot gain employment due to 
deficient language skills. "SAN FRANCISCO (AP)--An 18-year-
old San Francisco resident, contending he can neither read 
nor write adequately although he graduated fr-om a public high 
school, has asked for more than $1 million in a suit against 
the school system. The Superior Court suit contends that 
under the state constitution and state education laws, the 
defendants are responsible for the youth's inability to read 
and write properly ... (S) 
The United States Congress recognized the problem by 
passing the Education Amendments Act of 1972, Title III, 
. 
which authorized the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare 
specifically to fund projects geared to improve post-secondary 
educational opportunities by providing assistance to educational 
institutions and agencies for a broad range of teac�ing reforms 
and innovations for the educationally disadvantaged. The U.S. 
Office of Economic Opportunity, the federal government anti­
poverty agency, has funded 216 "upward-bound" programs. "Up­
ward-bound" programs are designed to encourage students of 
minority groups to continue their �ducation beyond high school. 
Nearly half of these are at state and land grant colleges and 
universities. 
Statement of the Problem 
The introduction of this paper has been devoted to 
identifying and supporting two main pointss 
1. Students now attending colleges and universities are 
coming with a great variety of personal and educational 
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backgrounds. 
2. Great numbers of students are coming with reading 
and study skills problems. 
A summary of the information to this point leads one to see 
an emerging problem. Clearly the problem is, "How will the 
. 
colleges and universities teach students with reading and 
study skills problems?" 
Purpose of Study 
Eastern Illinois University has not been exempted from 
the results of these social and educational policies which 
have encouraged a greatly changing university student body. 
This university is also faced with the perplexing problem, 
"How will we teach students with reading and study skills 
l>roblems?" The purpose of this field study is threefolda 
1. to survey literature of current college and univer­
sity retention programs; 
2. determine common elements of successful programs; 
J. suggest a possible course appropriate to the needs 
of students at Eastern Illinois University. 
Limitations of Study 
The purpose of this field study is to provide a scien­
tific basis for a possible retention program at Eastern 
Illinois University. This will be based upon documented 
entry level of specific student populations and specific 
needs of students at Eastern Illinois University. Because 
of the specific population studied and structure of Eastern 
Illinois University the suggestions and recommendations will 
be appropriate for that University only. It would be 
5 
inappropriate to assume findings in this Field Study could 
be generalized to other students and locales. 
6 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Much research is currently being done on high-risk 
students. Many innovative programs dealing with the low­
achieving, less-skilled student, or those students coming 
from disadvantaged high schools are being funded. These 
programs are usually for students from minority groups and 
are based upon dialectic differences. New knowledge of 
use to practitioners can be gained from an analysis of the 
experimental programs resulting from efforts to meet the 
needs of low-achieving, educationally disadvantaged students. 
Programs for High-Risk Students 
Colleges and universities across the nation have 
attempted to meet the needs of these students in varying 
ways. <6> Antioch College in Ohio has attempted the "Antioch 
College Program. " The basis of this program is lowering of 
admissions standards while retaining unchanged graduation 
requirements and standards. California State University, 
Los Angeles, is attempting to use college students as vol­
unteer tutors and counselors with professional help from 
special financial aid officers. The University of Wisconsin 
has· a program called "High Risk Program." Students are in 
regular courses but have lighter class loads; the program, 
with special advisors and counselors, is a five-year degree 
program. A common approach to students with spec·ial academic 
7 
needs is one used at Penn Valley Community College in Kansas 
City, Missouri. In this approach there is one course developed 
to incorporate study skill� and reading. At Penn Valley this 
course is Developmental Communications. Entering students, 
identified as potential college failures by low entering test 
scores or poor high school grades, are required to register for 
it their first semester on campus. A variation of the above is 
also fairly common and is being tried at Mundelein College in . 
Chicago. This approach is "Study Skills Training for High-R�s·k 
Freshman," a non-credit course two hours per week. The course 
provides study skills, one hour, and reading lab, onehour for 
twelve consecutive weeks. The reported dropout rate is 50%. 
This high attrition is typical of most approaches to the 
·problem which involves non-credit courses. Perhaps one of the 
most complex programs is being tried at Southern Illinois 
University, Carbondale. For the past four years, 1971-75, the 
University has maintained the Developmental Skills Program, 
designed to accommodate 100· students per semester. This program 
at the present time is funded for a total of five consecutive 
years. The 100 students are divided into teams with a group 
leader, tutors, three graduate assistants, and one project 
director. Total time for each student is approximately five to 
eight hours per week. Specific skills which need development 
are identified and students are grouped on the basis of similar 
problems. �ractice on the skills is provided by student tutors 
and graduate assistants with group discussion periodically among 
the student groups lead by the pro·ject director or team leader. 
The purpose of this discussion group is to practice interpersonal 
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skills and to increase communication skills. It is also 
therapeutic and used for self-concept building. It is 
interesting to note how consistently the importance of self­
concept is used by these various programs. 
Although the Southern Illinois University program seems. 
to be among the most complex, it is not federally funded, but 
is financed by Southern Illinois University and the State of 
Illinois. Higher education has been told that the golden days 
of federal financing for educational projects has passed. 
However, it is surprising· what is currently being funded for 
developmental skills programs. As an illustration, two 
programs currently being praised in recent publications are 
conducted by the University of Connecticut and University of 
San Mateo, California. Each of these universities has reported 
impressive programs with more than 80% retention achieved. 
This is much greater than the 45 to 50% which is traditionally 
reported. Each is based on· the principles of positive self­
concept and adjustment as essential to academic success. The 
philosophy is that a person must feel personally successful 
before one can become academically successful. Publicity on 
these two programs tends to focus on the description of the 
target population, selection procedures, and final results. 
It was with considerable difficulty that additional information 
could be found. Extensive tracing lead to the discovery of 
several additional strong similarities. Both are federally 
funded in excess of $50,000 per year. The program at the 
University of Connecticut involved 25 �tudents per year, and 
at San Mateo JO students per year. 
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The San Mateo program is cal-led "C.ollege Readiness. " 
When identification of the staff involved was possible, staff 
included graduate students as tutors, special advisors, 
counselors, financial aid specialists, and activities which 
include tours, trips, and concerts. The staffing was approx­
imately one-to-one. 
The University of Connecticut calls their program the 
"High Risk Program." In effect the university has lowered 
. 
their standards for the admission of 25 high-risk students a 
year. The university provides complete financial assistance, 
counseling and guidance, lighter class loads (less than 12 
semester hours), and tutoring. It is little wonder, in light 
of the individual attention, that remarkable results seem to 
be achieved. However, most schools would be hard pressed to 
justify the expenditure of $50,000 to meet the specific needs 
of 25 or even JO students. 
To summarize, current programs at most colleges and 
universities which are attempting to deal with the problems 
and special needs of these " high-risk students" use tutoring. 
Usually, each department provides graduate students as tutors. 
Another common approach is use of _special courses in reading 
and/or study skills which are usually non-credit. Newer 
information coming from these attempts seems to be the emphasis 
on group counseling and development of counseling to improve 
self-concept in order to achieve academic success. 
Developmental Skills and Reading Problems 
The change in the inc?ming student body o·f colleges across 
the nation has been previously described in this paper. A 
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second aspect of educating the high-risk student is to identify 
and define the problem. A need for skills improvement seems 
obvious. Among the skills area, the most important is possfbly 
reading. This raises the question of remedial and developmental 
programs taught at the college and university level. Many 
educators feel that this is a new problem; however, as with 
many educational conflicts, we find it's an old question in a 
new guise. A quick review of the literature shows the reading­
study skills problem was widely noted and debated following the 
second world war. The returning veterans with G.I.·benefits 
and poor high schools skills posed much the same problem as we 
face today. Within professional journals there seems to be a 
gradual build-up or articles dealing with reading problems at 
the college level which occurred between 1948-1952. Quite 
suddenly, near the end of 1952, there seems to be a rapid 
decline in the number of articles written dealing with this 
·problem. A regrowth appears again between 1960 and 1962 with 
another decline until the new impetus began about 1972. Mention 
is made of reading problems among college students before 1945, 
but scant space or attention is given to this skill as a 
deficit in college preparation. The literature appearing before 
1945 tends to assume reading proficiency with the general empha-
sis on need for increased reading skills which relate to academic 
success. Typical of articles in the 19JO• s  and early 1940•s · · 
are "Reading, the Fouridation of Education, .. (S) and "Reading at 
the College Level. "(9) After World War II, articles became 
more specific and problem oriented with an increased interest 
in the phil.osophy of the advisability of colleges teaching such 
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courses as reading for credit.(lO, 11• 12• lJ, 14, 15, 16, 17) 
One article, which appeared near the end of the first contro­
versy, 1948-52, was perhaps the best written and most compre� 
hensive and tended to settle the philosophic basis of teaching 
college reading for credit. It was written by Strang(
lS) and. 
ended on this notea "Now tpe best colleges in the country have 
programs for the improvement of reading--Smith, Harvard, Yale, 
Dartmouth, University of Chicago, and Columbia." 
In the early 1960•s articles again began to appear deali.ng 
with reading. The direction was interesting, as most stressed 
the progress in the previous ten years.(l9, 20• 21, 22• 23) 
These articles tended to focus on the advantages which had been 
documented from the existing reading programs. Most recent 
·articles, once again, tend to focus on the philosophic basis 
of reading courses as college credit.<24• 25) A new aspect of 
this literature is the recent increase in articles which are 
·beginning to stress the importance of recognizing various 
learning styles • . The most frequently occurring concept in this 
area seems to be visual literacy. This movement, beginning about 
1970, has progressed rapidly. 
Visual Literacy 
Visual literacy is important for everyone because it 
encompasses virtually all learning which occurs during the 
socialization process, but is particulary important when dis-· 
cussing learning at ail levels of formal education. For modern 
man the most significant aspect of his visual literacy may be 
his capacity to transmit as well as to receive visual stimuli. 
In a society such as ours, where visual media profoundly affect 
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our notions of reality, this can have a confusing effect on 
the very young child. The visually literate must be aware 
that seeing, experience di�ectly and believing are not necees­
arily the same things. His actions must be tempered by the 
realization that much of what he sees has been processed and 
filtered first through someone else•s perceptions. As a 
student, particularly at the college level, it is vital that 
the student realizes what one learns from professors is course 
content which has already been filtered through their own 
perceptions. 
It is interesting to note that foremost among state 
educational systems Illinois is the leader in the area of 
visual literacy. According to specialists in visual literacy 
·at the University of Illinois, educating for visual literacy 
must include the following principles and priorities for the 
schools: 
1. The schools should attempt to develop visual literacy 
because it is needed by people in a highly visual 
culture. 
2. Visual literacy primarily involves the study of 
perception related to meaning and action. 
J. We cannot separate the visual from the verbal. 
4. Visual education should include a sense of fearful 
appreciation for the visual media. 
5. Students should examine the effects of visual media 
on society. 
The importance of visual literacy for formal education was 
shown early in the movement. The first National Conference 
lJ 
on Visual Literacy was held in 1970 in Chicago. The keynote 
topic for that conference was "Towards an Image Curriculum: 
Some Questions and Cautions. " (26) 
In addition to the thrust of visual literacy, several 
states have begun to stress the importance of media on teaching 
and learning. In this area perhaps New York State could be 
considered the leader. The New York Education Department ha$ 
a separate division on improvement of instruction through new 
media. It is unfortunate that when funds were available so 
little was done on validation of instruction and instructional 
strategies. It is also unfortunate that universities lag 
behind elementary and secondary schools in their use of modern 
teaching techniques. 
Cognitive Learning Style and Media 
Following the student uprising in the middle 1960•s 
where the protest cry was closely paired with large classes 
and alienated students, the search for alternatives really 
began. An all-inclusive label for alternatives to group 
instruction might be development of abilities through indi­
vi�ual inquiry. The return to individual inquiry has been 
advocated by a great number of professional educators. Ex­
plaining the rationale and one possible methodology for this 
approach, Cruthchfield.emphasized that if any bit of instruc­
tion, no matter how small, is to be properly mastered the 
individual must be able to assimilate it relevantly to his 
own cognitive structure. (27) This does not mean that indi­
viduals must be taught singly, with different materials 
designed for each alone, but it does require that "the common 
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instructional methods and materials have such scope and 
flexibility as reasonably to fit the diverse requirements of 
different individuals. " It can also mean that several metho4s 
of presentation be made available so that students may choose 
the method that works best for them. 
Individualized Learning 
In 1968 Dr. Arnold Keller introduced a plan which extended 
the above philosophy to its logical academic conclusion. (ZB) 
Keller developed what he termed PSI, Personalized Student 
Instruction, also known as the Keller Plan. This system, 
Keller stated, is most effective as a comprehensive system for 
teaching facts and excerpts in introductory college courses. 
His system involves weekly testing, immediate feedback, remedial 
sessions, and detailed assignments. The Postlethwait system 
was developed for introductory courses in biology and utilizes 
tape-recorded drills, film loops, and laboratory experiments 
in self-instructional problems. Each student works at his own 
speed at individual study carrels equipped with audio-visual 
equipment and laboratory apparatus. Postlethwait developed 
educational materials for the "Audio-Tutorial Methods" as 
an example of flexible teaching material with which each student 
works at his own speed. 
Another approach designed to recognize student individual 
differences is the offering of teaching method options within 
the college course. Several instructors have provided student 
options on how they would like to learn based on how they feel 
they learn best. Students are allowed to choose between such 
methods as group discussion, supervised independent study, 
15 
lecture and discussion, or two-person student groups. The 
rationale for these approaches is based upon evidence that 
student characteristics interact with teaching methods in 
determining learning outcomes. This has been extensively 
researched by Gagne.(29) A systematic approach to offering 
learning method options to students in university courses 
has been developed by Professor Lewis Goldberg of the Univer­
sity of Oregon. (JO) Dr. Goldberg teaches courses in Per­
sonality Development and Individual Differences. Professor 
Goldberg expects his students to differ profoundly in their 
interests, talents, and past experiences. He realizes that 
students• reasons for electing a course and their past 
acquaintance with the topics covered vary greatly. He 
attempts to recognize the individual needs of each student 
by allowing the student to elect his own mixture of class 
experience. The unit of grading in the course is "Morp. " 
Students accrue Morps at their own pace and their own manner. 
In general, the student gets Morps for whatever he does, and 
he elects to do as much or as little as he wishes. The basis 
of each of these systems is that the individual makes choices· 
based on his own learning style and paces himself. 
Where the development of decision-making abilities is 
important the current literature abounds with special media 
such as games and simulated environments in which students 
take roles corresponding to roles of persons in the real-life 
situations. Students take roles in hypothetical business, 
social, and political systems and are asked to make decisions 
about the conduct of the system. 
16 
One technique developed over the years to promote critical 
and creative thinking is "brainstorming." Us\lally done in small 
groups, brainstorming.involves free-wheeling exchange of ideas 
aimed at solving a particular, defined problem of importance 
to the group members. Although more experimenta�ion is needed 
in this area to see a clear-cut trend, there is some evidence 
that brainstorming groups may be less productive than a system 
of pooling the results of individual brainstorming by people 
working in isolation. (Jl) 
An increasing number of educators are currently reitera-
ting an expanded and reapplied educational philosophy which 
has roots in the thoughts of John Dewey. The student can 
only learn through a personal involvement irt discovering know� 
. ·  
ledge; in short, to learn by doing. 
A summary of the previous section shows that a number of 
educators and psychologists have in the last decade made 
suggestions for fundamental changes in course instruction. 
T hese suggestions have generally bGen divided into two broad 
areas corresponding to two types of col�ege courses: 
1. Courses which.teach basic skills or a definable 
body of information necessary for more advanced 
study or career goals, e. g. introductory courses 
in psychology, mathematics, sciences, biology. 
2. Courses designed to encourage independent study, 
curiosity about topi�s related but not specifically 
assigned in the course, creative and or�ginal thought, 
and criticism of the subject matter, e.g. seminars 
in creative writing, humanities, philosophy, and 
17 
advanced social and natural science courses. 
Rogers has suggested a similar dichotomy emphasizing 
the transmission of stored knowledge vs. the nurture of the 
process of di�covery.(JZ) Although this dichotomy is somewhat 
artificial, since many courses contain elements of both, the 
two typologies have made clear to educators that the first 
step in instructional design is a specification of goals or 
objectives. These objectives may involve various levels of 
complexity of learning. They may involve specific behaviors 
which the student is expected to perform or they may involve 
attitudinal or emotional change and development. After 
objectives have been specified, an instructional method and 
educational materials must be chosen. After repeated appli­
cations of methods and materials each element must be studied 
for efficiency and change in performance which we call learning. 
Commercially produced learning packages 
But the main question, "How do we teach those with reading 
deficiencies," remains unsuccessfully answered. Some signs .of 
innovative and individualized instruction have been documented. 
However, these are not necessarily related to high-risk student 
retention programs. A careful search for commercially prepared 
study skill packages revealed a dearth of information. Eventu� 
ally eight programs in reading and study skills were identified. 
Six programs were printed verbal information with workbooks. 
One was audio cassettes with workbooks, and the final program 
was a filmstrip/audio cassette format. 
Of the available material six out of eight, or 75%, 
depended almost entirely on reading for understanding the 
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study skills material. In other words, at the present time 
the most common method of teaching study skills programs is 
by giving them study skills information which must be read. 
McGraw Hill has a study skills diagnostic test which is primarily 
a written test. (JJ) They also hav.e a program, "How to Survive 
in College," which is an audio tape series on study skills. 
It is primarily for students who have the necessary background 
and skills but need a few hints or quick review on note taking 
or library research, etc. 
A Life/Time presentation which is primarily visual in 
orientation with an interactive workbook is the only one of 
the eight commercially produced learning packages which ap­
proaches the study skills/reading problem realistically. 
Summary 
Three points have been documented: 
l. More students with poor academic backgrounds are 
attending institutions of higher education. 
2. Most common problem of high-risk students is deficiency 
in reading/study skills. 
J. Most materials developed in the area of reading/ 
study skills are heavily verbal in orientation. 
Ingredients of Successful Retention Programs 
The stated purpose of this study is threefold: 
l. to survey literature of current college and university 
retention programsa 
This purpose has been met with an extensive review of programs 
currently in operation and previously mentioned. 
2. The second purpose of this field study is to determine 
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common elements of successful programs; 
It seems fairly clear at this point that a successful study 
skills program for high-risk students should include the 
following ingredients: 
a. Enhancement of self-concept 
b. Techniques in self-help management 
c. Diagnostic measurement to identify learning styles, 
strengths, and weaknesses 
d. Programs geared to maximize strengths and improve 
weaknesses 
e. Materials which initially stress high-visual/low­
verbal content 
f. Self-paced interactive learning packages in study 
skills 
g. High inter-personal involvement 
h. Improvement in reading 
i. Carry college credit 
It is essential that a successful retention program begin with 
courses which recognize and deal with all of the nine points 
previously listed. However, before these nine points can be 
applied to a suggested course for Eastern Illinois it is 
necessary to determine special needs and entry level of these 
specific students and, in addition, to understand how·the 
structure of each university necessitates compromise of these 
various ingredients. 
J. Suggest a possible course appropriate to the needs 
of students at Eastern Illinois University. 
Before the third purpose of this investigation can be 
satisfied, it will be necessary to document the interrelation­
ships which exist among these three points. Together these 
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three points will provide a scientific basis for a course 
designed to teach reading and study skills at Eastern Illinois 
University. Assuming the points above are indeed components 
to successful retention programs it would seem fairly simple 
to initiate high risk programs which have these incorporated. 
Yet, few of the programs investigated did, in fact, incorporate 
even a majority of these. 
Eastern•s own proposed program {Appendix i) will not 
include all of the above points. Because of the structure of 
the University itself, compromises are usually necessary so 
that existing courses can be utilized, present faculty and 
current facilities maximized. All suggested new programs go 
through a series of University channels and committees, each 
committee has the authority of revising and review. Before 
the GS 1000 course, Reading and Study Skills� was submitted 
to the University Curriculum Committee, three other approaches 
to the problem of meeting the needs of high-risk students were 
proposed, {Appendix i, ii, iii, iv). These three programs, 
written to be submitted to the Higher Board, were much broader 
in scope. These were designed to better meet the needs of all 
students at Eastern. All programs were developed using the 




RETENTION PROBLEMS AT EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
ldentification .£!. High Risk Students 
Beginni� Fall semester, 1975, General Studies 1000 will 
be offered at Eastern. It has been designed to meet as many 
of the nine criteria, listed previously, as possible within . 
our own existi�g University structure. It has a totally new. 
designation, General Studies. This area designation indicates 
the multi-departmental interest and involvement in this course. 
To provide the support necessary and to insure maximum benefit 
. 
to Eastern•s high-risk students, this must be approached as 
more than a course, it provides the heart of a retention program 
for the entire university. 
According to Eastern•s ACT Class Profile, the mean scores 
of entering freshmen have changed· very little over the past 
few years. Further examination of these entrance scores, 
however, does show a steady increase in the numbers of incoming 
Eastern freshmen in the low quartile ranges. This tends to 
illustrate that increased numbers of freshmen entering Eastern 
are potentially high-risk students, and we have not escaped the 
national trend outlined previously. 
High risk is defined as those Eastern Illinois students 
in the lower quartile of the ACT entrance level test, those who 
predict below the 2. 0 grade point average which is required_ for 
graduation and to maintain good standing within the University1 
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or those scoring among the lowest studepts in entrance­
diagnostic standardized tests. At the end of Fall semester, 
1974, approximately one hundred and fifty students were lost 
due to low academic achievement, and almost seven hundred and 
fifty more were on academic probation. According to the most 
recent ACT scores of incoming Freshmen, Fall, l97S. twenty 
per cent of incoming students have a score of fourteen or less. 
A score of fifteen predicts a grade point average of 2. 0, at 
. 
the end of the first semester at Eastern. 
A Course Proposal 
There are obviously a great number of reasons why a 
student does not achieve academic success. Only a minute 
number have been suggested in this study. However, it is in 
the best interests of society that we provide all students with 
learning experiences to maximize their potential. The General 
Studies 1000 course initially will attempt to provi�e such 
experiences for students whose chances of success·in an aca-
demic setting is poor. Contacts of the initial high-risk 
target population will be done primarily through Admissions 
and Advisement at the time of application and enrollment in 
the University. 
The multi-departmental interest in this course includes 
.units of study improvement and self-concept building which will 
be taught by staff from the Counseling Center. Courses which 
stress aspects of improving self-concept also tend to- increase 
chances of personal academic success. Facets of reading improve-
ment will be staffed by fac�lty and personnel from the Reading 
Clinic. Administration of the course and coordination of 
2J 
components will be done through the department of Elementary, 
Junior High, and Special Education. Evaluation will be 
varied and carried out by faculty from the Psychology Depart­
ment. 
The initial target population will encompass a large 
proportion of students with low probability of success· (as 
determined by the ACT Class Profile Report) when competing 
with other Eastern students. The most appropriate approach 
to these students as shown in the review of literature is 
high interest, low verbal material. To help satisfy this 
need five slide-tape presentations have been produced to cover 
basic study skills areas. They are cartoon in nature and 
provide for opportunities to practice and discuss problems 
in a non-threatening, non-failure setting. These have also 
been constructed to be used with interactive workbooks. The 
workbooks provide a variety of near foolproof success exer­
cises. The high interest, non-threatening slide-tape presenta­
tions will help to draw students toward the content long 
enough to incorporate self-motivation techniques. These, in 
turn, will help prepare students for self-maintenance in the 
longer, vital, academic reading improvement program. 
Materials have been produced with the help of the Audio­
Visual Center and workboo�will be financed through the Office 
of the Vice-President of Student Affairs. This course must 
cross departmental boundaries to provide the expertise 
necessary for the wide variety of needs of high-risk students. 
It requires cooperation from many areas on campus and increases 
the probability of campus wide support. This is particularly 
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true of the controversy involved in offering a study skills 
course for university credit. The addition of credit is 
essential to motivate students and to provide teaching credit 
for the many, many contact hours involved. 
According to the Facuity Handbook, "The ·chief interest 
of this university is instruction. Its primary aim is to 
develop minds of students, to help students toward self-discovery, 
and to challenge the development of their individual talents. ". 
It would seem impossible to accomplish this without providirlg 
the necessary tools. 
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Chapter IV 
MEDIATED LEARNING UNITS 
Developing materials for students who have a history of 
previous academic failures, reading and/or study problems 
p�esent some unique difficulties. Because learning experiences, 
to be of· maximum value, must possess life likeness for the 
learner, and because these students tend to have reading diff�-. 
culties, materials must be high-interest, low-verbal, content 
oriented packages. The packages for this course will be five 
specially prepared tape-slide presentations, two video-tape 
lessons, with appropriate practice of new learning activities 
and behaviors provided by an interactive workbook. The content 
of the visual learning modules had been yn-itten specifically 
with examples and activities that relate to Eastern Illinois 
University. Characters used in the learning modules are 
depicted to be college age, backgrounds are of Eastern Illinois 
University and Charleston locations. Places and names az:e 
familiar to the student at Eastern Illinois University such as 
Booth Library, Ike's, Marty's, etc. 
. . 
Learning Modules 
Motivationa This slide-tape module, contains 57 color 
cartoon slides, an audio tape and script. The purpose of this 
unit is to provoke discussion and understanding of personal 
motivation. The definition of motivat�on in this case means, 
"The impelling force for one� own active involvement in life. " 
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The content and discussion will focus on identifying previous 
ways of reacting in academic situations �s unsatisfactory, so 
that one is stimulated to try new ways of responding and using 
positive aspects of motivation to bring about active change in 
behavior. Activities of this unit will provide the learner with 
guidance in trying to carry out the new behavior he is intereste� 
in obtaining. A schedule of continued opportunities to practice 
more satisfying behavior and ways to judge his own progress will 
encourage the constant self-evaluation to record desired change. 
Four transparencies are used for class discussion. Class dis-
cussion focuses on key points and allows eac� student to 
publicly state their immediate goals and to report to the group 
at the next meeting their degree of success in meeting these 
goals. 
Schedulinga This is designed as the second unit in the 
. 
study skills area. Unit one, Motivation, ends with Using Time 
Wisely. The second unit deals entirely with expanding this . 
basic topic. The unit is composed of 48 color cartoon slides 
with script and audio tape: The purpose is to use various 
formulas to establish a suggested balance of study and free 
time. The unit is continuous without interruption through the 
entire 48 slides. The total time for viewing is approximately 
21 minutes. The majority of slides and content deals with 
arguments to encourage scheduling of time. Only the last thr�e 
or four minutes deals with techniques, instructions and formulas 
on how to make decisions for scheduling. This is followed by 
exercises in the workbook. The most important aspect of this 
unit lies in the various activities and commitments on the part 
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of the student to make and carry out a schedule of his own 
design • .  The student will have adequate help in designing and 
formulating his own schedule, the schedule will be adjusted 
and revised by the student after trying to follow it in daily 
events. Guidance will be provided and students encouraged to 
actually follow the schedule by providing a copy for the teacher 
who will make unexpected periodic check-ups, discuss any problems 
and have other students in a buddy system provide ample support 
for the student to practice until it has become part of his 
behavior. 
Learnings The purpose of this unit is to acquaint the 
student with basic information on how learning occurs and to 
provide aids which maximize the potential for learning to occur. 
This unit presents the idea that learning is influenced by such 
factors as motivation, fatigue, interest, previous attitudes, 
and importance of the information to the student. This unit is 
not designed to familiarize students with a variety of learning 
theories, but will stress application of basic principles to 
enhance memory and comprehension. 
This unit is composed of 4J color slides, cartoon in 
nature, an audio tape and script are provided. The series is 
divided into several sections including comprehension, impor­
tance of organization, learning curves, learning plateaus, 
methods of memorization, and forgetting. At the end of each 
section,workbook exercises·provide activities for reinforcement 
and review. A general class discussion using several trans­
parencies on major points will focus on strengths and weaknesses 
of each type of technique to aid learning and reduce forgetting. 
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At the end of the class discussion each student will express 
and practice at least one way to maximize his learning using 
his current courses. 
Note Takings This unit is composed of two related parts. 
Each part contains more than 65 slides. These slides have the 
greatest variety of content, including cartoons, definitions, 
practice exercises, and outline format. The Units are approx­
imately equal in length. The first is on note taking from 
classroom lecture, and the second is on note taking from text­
books. The purpose of these modules is to provide supervised 
activities in which students practice skills in listening and 
note-taking. Each module is composed of many small, three ·to 
seven slide series, followed by an exercise to complete, score, 
review, and/or discuss. Two video-tapes will be produc�d so 
that an uninterrupted lecture is provided from which the student 
practices taking notes. This is followed by an outline for the 
student to compare his notes with those of the lecturer. At 
this point the tape can be restarted and a brief explanation 
of why these were the main points and of techniques the teacher 
used to "cue" the student concerning main points. 
Strategies 
Most study skill courses show little success because they 
are not content oriented, but rely on basic individual behavior 
changes which must be accomplished in the space of a very limited 
period of time. The learning modules and activities for General 
Studies 1000 introduce techniques which maximize self-help and 
self-evaluation so that behavior can be monitored and adjustments 
made constantly by each individual. Once the student has learned 
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these techniques he can continue to apply them in new situa­
tions after he has completed the course. The " buddy" system 
and commitment to the class will help to reinforce behavior 
change as a face saving device. Since numan beings are 
gregarious creatures, a "buddy" system gives each individual 
or "buddy" the strength and the knowledge he is not "in this 
alone. "  The teacher will act primarily as a facilitator to 
aid students in distinguishing levels and types of goals � and/ 
or will aid them in choosing experiences which will lead to 
outcomes deemed to increase their personal change toward success. 
Activities have been included in sufficient. number to 
enhance the acquisition of desired new and more appropriate 
behaviors. When these behaviors are employed correctly the 
underlying premise of self-help techniques iss That students 
will eventually obtain satisfaction from carrying on the kind 
of behavior implied by the activities and improvement · itself 




Perhaps two recommendations are most obvious a l. record 
keeping, and 2 .  evaluation. 
Record Keeping 
All courses include a certain amount of record keepings 
a new course requires even more. But record keeping in a 
study skills c ourse for high risk students must be continuous, 
accurate, and constantly di'sseminated for the reinforcement 
and motivational value to students. Immediate scores on each 
exercise and the many test results on reading improvement in 
both speed and comprehension· must be available so the student· 
can begin to recognize those behaviors, internal as well as 
external, which succeed J and identify those which are not 
helpful. 
Evaluation . 
The absolute necessity of c onstant evaluation and adjust­
ment of course content and materials is obvious. Evaluati ons 
of the attitude of students toward the course and materials 
will initially depend on teacher perception of overt and covert 
s·tudent behavior. Attitude toward the material and class can 
be assessed by attendance, completion of interactive workbook, 
quality and extent of student questions. 
Evaluation of the mediated learning units will be based 
on the Ely model. The Ely model of designing effective instruc­
Jl 
tion has been used in the development of the learning modules. 
A variety of feedback systems will be utilized to insure 
maximum individualization, flexibility, and adjustment of all 
aspects of the modules. The strength of the Ely model is that 
it guarantees success if evaluation procedures are employed on 
a regular basis which can detect the weaknesses in an:y unit, 
and enough time provided for continual readjustment. Unfor­
tunately , time may be against the General Studies lOOO course. 
The course is to be offered on a two year experimental basis. 
Two years may be insufficient time to adequately develop an 
effective course which must change basic personality charac­
teristics in a wide variety of individuals. 
It is unfortunate that the course as proposed will not 
incorporate all nine points which make up essential components 
for successful retention programs for high-risk students. 
However ,  the fact that such a course will become a reality 
on the campus of Eastern Illinois University provides an 
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GST 1000 JUSTIFICATION 
I n  the decade of· 1960-1970 del i berate social  pol i c i es by federal , 
state, and local government brought about changes i n  educational opportunit1es 
for mil l i ons of high school graduates.  Federal funds have been used to 
encourage students from minority groups to conti nue formal education beyond 
high school . In  the past ten years , 1965- 197 5 ,  i t  has a l so been increasingly 
brought to the attention of the general publ i c  that schools do not have 
equal fac i l i ties or staffs; nor do they prov ide equal educational op.por-. 
tunities due to their  existing or shifting tax base, size,  and/or location. 
As a partial  consequence of these four vari ables , post-secondary educati on· 
i ncludes a signi ficant portion of students who lack abi l i ties formerly 
assumed to be possessed by col l ege students . Therefore, access alone to 
hi gher education wi l l  not guarantee a fai r  chance of reaping the trad i-
tional benefits of that experience. 
Eastern I l l inoi s University has not escaped the results of the l imiting 
factors ci ted above . Accordi ng to our ACT Class Prof i l e ,  the mean scores 
of entering freshmen have changed very l i ttle over the past few ye�rs. 
. 
. 
Further exami nation of these entrance scores , however, does show a steady 
i ncrease i n  the numbers of i ncoming freshmen i n  the ·1 ower quart i l e  ra.nges. 
This tends to i l lustrate that i ncreased numbers of entering fr�shmen are 
potent i a l ly high-risk students . High risk i s  defi ned as those · i n  the 
lower quarti l e  at the ACT entrance l evel test, predicting below the 2 . 0  
grade point average which i s  requi red for graduation and to maintain good 
standi ng within the university, or those scoring among the lowest students 
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i n  entrance-d iagnostic standardized tests. At the end of fal l  semester, 
1974, approxin1ately 150 students were lost due to l ow academic achievement. 
and almost 750 more are on academic ·probation. 
There are obviously a great number of reasons why a student does not 
achieve academic success .  Perhaps some of these students cannot be hel ped . 
P.owever, accordi ng to the Insti tutional Self-Study prepared for the North 
Central Association of Col leges and Secondary School's Commi ssion on Insti-
. 
tutions of Higher Educati on , 1974, the "primary aim i s  to develop the minds 
of students--to help students learn how to think and reason for themselves , 
to encourage . students toward self-di scovery, and to chall enge the develop­
ment of their individual talents . 11 As the i ncoming student body changes , 
the univers i ty must sati sfy the needs of new and academic a l ly d i fferent 
students. At the present time, the univers i ty i s  unable to adequately 
satisfy the needs of some students because the necessary courses i n  ski l l  
devel opment have not recei ved the support o f  the university.  These high­
risk students have special needs which are not being met by the existing 
curriculum. 
The question remains ;  how best can we attempt to sati sfy these needs. 
Whi le el ementary education has made significant efforts to provide a v i able 
and very meaningful course under the auspices of El  Ed 0990, significant 
problems have been encountered , many of which contributed to d i fficulty for 
the students and the professor offering the course. Because of the desig­
nation of El Ed most students assume. this i s  a course for el en�ntary majors, 
preparing them to teach readi ng and study ski l l s .  I t  i s  a course without 
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cred i t ,  which provides l i ttle motivation for s tudents whose very problems may 
be motivation, individuals who need some external i.ncentives. Sma l l  enro l l ­
ment and high attrition rates clearly i nd i cate the need for an al ternative 
in E l  Ed 0990, an al ternative which can reta i n  i ts strength s .  but go beyond 
i ts present purview. 
To this end a new course i s  proposed with a tota l l y  new designation for · 
· Eastern--General Studies 1000. Thi s  area designation i ndi cates the multi­
departmental i nteres� and i nvol vement �n thi s  course. I t  must be expanded 
to meet the needs of essential ly any student within the university, regardless 
of major. To provide the support necessary to insure success this must be 
approached as more than a course ; i t  provides the heart of a reter.tion 
program for the entire university. 
It wi l l  be necessary to identify and contact the i n i ti.al target popu­
lation. wh ich wi l l  be composed of high-risk students.  This can be done 
primarily . through admissions at the time of application to the univers i ty ;  
advising to encourage high-risk students to enroll i n  the course; uti l i zati-0n . . 
of the Counse l i ng Center to improve self-concept, which also tends to i ncrease 
chances of personal success ; and the expert i se of the facul ty and personnel 
i n  the Reading Center, who are capable of dealing with a l l  facets of readi ng 
improvement. This course must cross departmental bound�ies and requi res 
cooperation from many areas· on campu s .  The add i t i on o f  credit i s  essential 
to motivate students and to provide teaching cred i t  for the many, many 
contact hours involved. 
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The i ni t i a l  target population wi l l  encompass a large proportion of 
students with low probabi l i ty of success (as determined by the ACT Class Pro­
fi le report) when competing with other ·EIU students . The most appropriate · 
approach to these students i s  high-i nterest ,  l ow-verbal material . The high 
. 
i nterest wi l l  draw students toward the course long enough to i ncorporate sel f-
moti vation techniques� These, i n  turn, wi l l  help prepare these s tudents for 
self-mai ntenance i n  the longer, v i tal , academ i c ,  readi ng improvement program. 
One of the changes apparent i n  the new course wi l l  be the i ni tial  focus on 
moti vation for change 
Because· i t  i s  the i ntent of this course to aid i n  the retention of 
students who are academically able but lack appropriate ski l l s ,  a pl anned 
program of evaluation i s· essential . Thi s could be appropriately handled 
through the Office of the V i ce President for Student Affairs via the 
Counsel ing and Testing Center. Thi s seems most logical by vi rtue of the 
hardware and trai ned personnel they have to attend to these evaluation 
deta i l s .  Evaluation of the program woul d  i n  no way hinder the academic 
freedom of the teacher or interfere w i th the hand l i ng of the cl ass materia l .  
I t  would instead be designed to identify strengths and weaknesses of the 
overa l l  program so constant val idation of results can continue to i ncrease 
retention rates . Criteria for evaluation wou ld be: 
1 .  Number of contacts to target population . 
2.  Enro l l ment, attendance, and completion. rate. 
3 .  Comparison of predicted CPA (using ACT Research Report 
for EIU) with actual GPA of students enrol led 1 n  GST 
1000. 
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According to the Facul ty Handbook, "The chief i nterest of this univers i ty 
is instruction. · Its primary aim i s  to develop minds of students . to help 
students toward self-di scovery. and to cha l lenge the development of their 
individual talents . "  I t  wou ld seem impossible to accomp l i s h  thi s  wi thout 
providing the necessary tool s .  
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APPENDIX �i 
PROPOSAL FOR NEW COURSE 
COURSE NUMBER: GST 1000 
COURSE TITLE: Readi ng and Study Improvement 
CREDI T :  2-2-2 · 
Appendi x  i i  
CATALOG DESCRIPTION: Learning principles as they apply to the 
devel opment of efficient study ski l l s , .  
emphasis on read ing instruction designed 
to improve comprehension and rate. 
RATIONALE 
Few adults read as wel l as their abi l i ties permi t. Old habits,  improper 
practice, and reduced opportunitites for improving reading ski l l s  con-
spire to keep them far below fu l l  performance. For university students,  
poor reading may prove a severe hand icap to academic achi evement. I n  
add ition to probl ems related to reading,  many incoming students are con­
fused and di sorganized i n  their approach to studying .  At the end of fal l  
semester , 1974, 149 students were dismi ssed from the university and 644 
were on academic probation. One hundred and s i x ty freshmen in the 1974-75 
class were at least one standard deviation below the mean of those students . 
with whom they wi l l  be competi ng .  Finally, 29% of the · 1974-75 freshman · 
c l ass expressed a need of assistance i n  improvi ng study ski l l s .  The 
course wi l l  be -taught i n  a l ecture/l aboratory setti ng . 
OUTLINE 
Week One: 
Course i ntroduction: 
Objectives 
Methods and procedures 
Introduction to equi µnent 
Standardized diagnostic test admini stered 
(Nel son-Denny Readi ng Test} · 
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Week Two : 
Return d i agnostic test. 
Explanation and introduction to i nd i v idual ized program. 
Introduction to : 
Princ i p l es of motivation. 
Techniques of sel f-motivation.  
Further diagnos i s  with  i nformal tests to determine functional 
vocabulary, comprehension l evel s ,  and s tudy ski l l s .  
Week Three: 
P hil osophy of independent action. 
Review and impl ementation of reinforcement techniques . 
I ntroduction to princ i ples of time management. 
PAGE 2 
I nd i vidual conferences for eva l uation of time management concept 
and assess student needs i n  the area of read i ng and study ski l l s .  
Weeks Four through Thirteen: 
During these ten weeks specific practice is g i ven in areas l i sted 
below. Each student parti c i pates in at l east two acti v i ti es each 
cl ass  period and works i ndependently from the student workbook or 
the materi a l s  checking and charting h i s  own progress for the types 
of exerc i ses being completed . 
Instructor and student determines whi c h  of following 
areas need major i ndependent emphas i s :  
Word-recognition ski l l  devel opment 
Vocabulary devel opment 
- Literal comprehension 
Inferential  comprehension 
Speed (fl uency ) 
Review and revise additional practice of ski l l s :  
Schedul i ng 
Note-tak i n g :  Lecture 
Text 
Types of outl ining 
PROPOSAL FOR NEW COURSE 
Principles of remembering and forgetting: 
long-term memory 
Short-term memory 
Principles of test taking: 
How to prepare for: Objective tests 
Subjective tests 
Prepared practice materials and exercises are used to: 
a .  Improve general work recognition, vocabul ary, and 
reading comprehension so that the reader wi l l  be 
able to react to al l major types of writing going 
beyond the l i teral , or recal l ,  level with increasing 
empha s i s  on i nterpreti ve and evaluative reactions. 
b� Exped i te use of structural and format clues for 
various types of textbooks and reference books so 
that the reader can both survey and review read� ng 
materi a l s  more effi ciently. 
c .  Teach the use of study habits, including use of 
table of contents and index, skirrvning, locating 
specific i nformation, note-taking and out l i ning,  
and summarizing .  
d .  Increase rate when reading narrative and subject 
content materia l s .  
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Major materials and procedures used for carrying out this portion 
of the course are: 
a .  Student workbook (practice manual ) i ssued from 
Textbook li brary. 
b.  Other pri nted practice materials from read ing 
improvement workbooks and instructor ' s  manual s .  
d .  Dictionaries. 
e.  Encyclopedias and other general reference materi a l s .  
e.  Read ing improvement ed i ti ons of Reader ' s  Digest. 
f.  Individual reading accel erators ( pacers ) .  
g .  Control led reader, filmstrips, and comprehension work 
sheets. 
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h. Iowa S i lent Reading Fi lms series. 
i .  Keystone tachistoscope and sl ide series 
j .  Tach-X and filmstrips. · 
k .  Learning Unit Modules (LUM ' s),  spec i a l l y  prepared 
sl ide/tape presentations with i nteractive workbooks.  
l .  Text:  Heilman, Arthur W.  and Rose Marks, Improve Your 
Read ing Abi l i ty (second edition } ,  Col umbu s ,  Ohio, 
Charles E.  Merri l l  Publ i s h i ng Company, �969. 
Week fourteen 
Choice of major. 
Career planning. 
Course selection. 
Tour of sel f-study materi a l s  center, 
Week Fi fteen 
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Admi n i s t er s tandardized test (Nelson-Denny Reading Test--companion 
form to first tes t ) .  
Return test and estimate improvement. 
Evaluation conference and reconvnendations to student. 
IMPLEMENT AT ION 
Facu l ty wi l l  be ass igned on a voluntary bas i s ,  and may include repre­
sentatives of the Col l ege of Arts and Sciences, the School of Education� 
the Counse l i ng and Testing Center, and other facu l ty with specific 
experti se. Admini strati on, schedu l i ng,  and staffing wi l l  be the respon­
s i bi l i ty of the Department of El ementary,Special and Junior High Education 
and the Read ing Center. Coord i nation of s taff assi gnments wi l l  be made 
by Dr. Blair,  D i rector, Reading Center. 
TRANSFER CREDIT 
Transfer of cred i t  from other col l eges or universities wi l l  not be 
accepted . 
DATE APPROVED BY COUNC I L  ON ACADEMIC AFFAIRS: 
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APPENDIX iii 
Appendix 1 1 1  
CAREER DEVELOPMENT SKILLS PROGRAM 
I .  pescription of the Program 
A .  Statement · of objectives and definition of program outputa .  
1 .  · Provide opportunities for students to develop 
learning skills which will increase the prob­
ability of success in academic life . 
2 .  Provi4e opportunities for students to gain 
necess�ry skills for career development and 
decision making . 
3 .  Provide experiences and information to aid 
students in understanding p�rsonal and aca­
demic strengths and weaknesses which will 
enable them to make appropriat� academio 
and career decisions . 
B. Overall summary of the important features of the program. 
Career Development Skills � a one semester-hour 
undergraduate (required ? )  course. To increase 
the possible retention of students . Provide 
student with life- long skills necessary for 
academic and occupational success . · 
Course description: An introduction to aca­
demic policies and procedures . Emphasis is 
placed on · university resources to aid students 
in occupational information and career choice, 
personal and social adjustment , f�nancial aids, 
and study ski lls. 
C, Principal faculty and administrators for the program. 
The program would be under the division of Student 
Affairs, and the chief administrator would be the . 
Vice President for Student Affairs . Staffing would 
be accomplished by use of existing personnel within 
student services; no additional personnel is antici­
pated . 
D .  Detailed description of. the means of implementation for · 
this program. 
As an addition to the present orientation week·  
for new freshman and transfer students, and intensi­
fied program of test administration and interpre-
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tation would be necessary . This would be accom­
plished by the combined efforts of the Advisement 
and Counseling/Testing Centers.  The purpose of 
the tests would be to provide academic and personal 
information of individual strengths and weaknesses. 
The result would be a cognitiv� map which includes 
learning style and entry level in basic study 
skills .  Usin� this informat ion , students would 
be grouped according to needs and assigned to 
either a first or second semester career-development 
course . Programs will vary for each study skills · 
level. Large group sessions will be held on aca­
demic procedures and policies , career information 
and placement , financial aid , and c�unseling and 
special small group activities on career infor­
mation and choice and improvement ot study skills. 
II. Rationale For the Program 
A .  Clientele t o  b e  served b y  this program and specit1o 
needs of this clientele. that will be met by this 
program . 
According to the ACT Class Prof ile,· the 
mean scores of entering freshmen have 
changed very little over the past few years . 
However,  further examination of these entrance 
scores does sµow a steady increase .of the 
numbers of · incoming freshmen at the lower 
quartile ranges ( See Table #1 ) .  This tends 
to illustrate that increased numbers of 
entering fresrunen are potentially high-risk 
students. High risk is defined as those in 
the lower quartiles of the ACT entrance level 
test , predicting below . the 2 . 0  grare point 
. ·  average which is required for graduation and 
t o  maintain good standing within the university, 
or scoring among the lowest students in entrance­
diagnostie . standardized tests • 
. �. Factual assessment of client demand for this proiram .  
I n  the decade of 1960-1970 deliberate social 
policies . brought �bout changes in educational 
opportunities to millions of high school 
graduates. Local , state, and federal govern- . .  
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subsidies to students from economically deprived 
frunilies . Economically deprived families often 
have been unable to provide educational oppor­
tunit ies which allow their children to develop 
to the full intellectual potential ; I n  the past 
ten years it has been increasingly brought to 
the attention of the general public that schools 
do not have equal faci l ities , staf f ,  or provide 
equal educational opportunities . As a resu l t ,  
the generation now beginning i t s  post-secondary 
education includes a signif icant portion of students 
who lack abilit ies formerly assumed that · college 
students would posses s .  Typically , this type of 
student lacks the self-concept and confidence as 
well as the skills essential for advance::l academic 
work . Therefore , access to higher education alone 
will not guarantee a fair chance of reaping the 
traditional benefits of that experienc e .  Eastern 
I l linois has not escaped the results of this 
movement as show in Table #1 . At the end of 
the fall semester , 1974, approximately 150 students 
were lost due to low academic achievement , and 
almost 750 more are on academic probat ion . There 
are obviously a great number of reasons why a 
student does not achieve academic success. Perhap� 
some of these students cannot be helped ; however , 
the purpose of this university is to "encourage 
the maximum in individual self-development , achieve� 
ment, and fulfillment . "  This can be accomplished 
more completely by providing means of gaining · those 
skills which will increase chances of academic 
success. 
c . : · Not applicable. 
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D. Relation of this program to the institution ' s  score and 
mission and to the recommendations of Master Plan Phase I I I .  
"Since Eastern I l linois University is a relatively 
small, seni�r, state-supported university , it empha­
sizes quality as a chief operating principle . The 
tradition and phi losophy of ' infinite riches in & 
little room ' demands academic excellence on the 
part of faculty and students-�faculty selected 
' for their competence in t eaching and dedication 
to scholarship, students selected tor their 
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intellectual promise and desire to benefit by a 
university education . Fur ther, such a philosophy 
is fostered in an atmosphere of mutual respect 
that is generated by a cohesive residential campus 
which promotes close teacher-learner relationships 
and which challenges and ecourages the maximum in 
individual self-deve lopment , achievement , and 
fulfillment . 
"The chief interest of this university is instruc­
tion . Its primary aim is to develop minds of . 
students--to help students learn how to think and 
reason for themselves , to encourage students to­
ward self-discovery , and to challenge the develop­
ment of their individual talents. The ultimate 
purpose of this university is to produce broadly 
educated responsible citizens who are prepared, 
through associations and knowledge gained both 
in and out of the cj:assr�om, to se�ve and to lead 
in a free society . "  
PAGE · 4 
As the incoming student body changes , the university must 
satisfy needs of the new and academically different stu­
dents . At the present time, the university is �nable to · 
adequately satisfy the needs of some students beca�se the 
· programs and materials needed are not in existenc e .  The 
mission and score of Eastern I llinois, as previously 
quoted , is to fulfill intellectual promise and encourage 
maximum individual achievement . Students may have the 
desire to benefit by a university education but lack 
the skills and confidence to succeed . 
E .  Relationship of this program to other programs within the 
institut ion • 
. 1 .  There is no program within the university which 
· currently meets these particular student needs . 
2 ,  How will this program support other programs? 
Study skills directly inf luence virtually every 
academic program within the university setting .· 
By providing these opport�nities for skill 
development and career enhancement we increase . 
each student ' s  probability for success. These 
skills do not terminate at the end of a college 
• 
1Faculty Handbook ,· Eastern Illinois University, Spri�� 1974 
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or ·university program but will continue to 
enhance the individual ' s  ability to be a 
responsible well-informed citizen in a demo­
cratic society and to maximize his potential 
in the labor force. · 
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3 .  How will this program be supported by other programs? 
Eastern I l linois currently has a masters level 
program in the area of Student Personnel Services . 
This will provide additional opportunities to 
involve graduate students ·in a D]Ore comprehen­
sive approach to student needs . 
The entire staf f ,  facilities , and resou.rces in 
the existing division of Student Affairs can be 
used more efficiently and maximize the effective­
ness in meeting student needs . 
I I I .  Evaluation of the Program 
A .  For those programs being proposed : 
· l • .  Outside evaluation of the proposed program to date·. 
Not app licable . 
2 • . Criteria and methods that will be used to 
· . evaluate the program once it has been imple­
mented . 
a .  Primary evaluation will b e  based upon 
increased successful retention of students • 
. b ,  Evaluation of student interest an4 satis­
faction will also. be assessed . 
c .  · If program proved to be unsuccessfu l ,  how would it be 
reduced or eliminated? 
· �. To reduc� it : 
a .  Provide information on academic pro­
cedures , policies, · and university 
resources on a voluntary basis only. 
b .  Discontinue the credit ·.of one semester 
hour . 
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2 .  To eliminate it : 
a .  Fail t o  offer the one-hour credit course 
for three successive years� 
PAGE · 6 
b .  Discontinue testing during orientation week. 
IV. Implementation of Program 
Projected schedule for imp lementating the new program • .  
Implementation Fall 1975 
Identification of high-risk student only. Testing 
during orientation week fol lowed. by registration 
based upon results of tests . One-half . of the high­
risk students would be grouped according to entry 
leyel scores and appropriate study skills would . be 
implemented. Large lecture sessions on university 
policies, procedures , and resources would be given 
to all levels . A comparison of grade point averages 
between th� high-risk students in the Career Develop­
ment program to those who were not registered would 
be- made . 
Implementation Summer 1976 
A program for all incoming freshmen with varying 
proirams ava1·1able based upon entrance level sco�es . 
' . 
· A .  What resources have been allo·cated for 
the development of this program to date? 
Not applicable 
B .  · Indicate the maximum size the new program or 
� · · · "  expanded program is likely to achieve during 
a six-year program . 
Involvement of all incoming freshmen and 
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APPENDIX iv 
RETENTION OF HIGH-RISK STUDENTS 
A 
COOPERATIVE STUDY SKILLS PROGRAM 
PILOT PROGRAM - SUMMER 1975 
High-risk students in this program will be defined as : 
l .  Those in the lower quartiles of the ACT entrance 
level test . 
2 .  Predict be low the 2 . 0  grade point average needed 
to maintain good standing within the university . 
3 .  Score among the lowest students in entrance­
diagnostic standardized tests . 
Accord ing to the ACT Class Prof i l e ,  the mean scores of entering 
freshmen have changed very little over the past few years . However, 
further examination of these entrance scores does show a steady 
increase of the numbers of incoming students at the lower quartile 
ranges (see Table #1 ) .  Eastern requires students to be i n  the 
upper one-half of their graduat ing class or have an ACT composite 
score of 22.  Many student·s come from high schools which vary in 
· the quality of preparat ion .  In an attempt to meet these needs 
E·astern has developed variable entrance requirement s :  
Fall Semester - Upper 1 / 2  Graduating Class o r  ACT Com­
posi te Score of 22 
Spring Semester - Upper 2/3 Graduating Class or ACT 
composite Score of 20 
Summer Semester - High School Graduate Only 
The proposed program allows Eastern to meet the special needs of 
these students without requiring a large initial investment of time, 
staff,  or money . The probram would be developed along several facets: 
study skills, reading , career choice, self-motivation , and personal 
·enhancement . A brief outline of the investment of each sobool follows : 
Lake Land 
At least one full-time staff member to supervise, imple­
ment , and direct approximately sixty students with varying 
needs and level of skills� Initially, the course would be 
developed by combining two existing ·Lake Land classes, which 
. 52 . 
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would be modified to meet t�e needs of this pr9gram : 
1 .  Reading-Study Skills I (See Attachment #1 ) ,  2 
Quarter Hours 
2 .  Human Potential Seminar (See Attachment #2 ) ,  
2 Quarter Hours 
Materials , equipment , and tuition for all studenta. · would 
be provided by ·Lake Land . 
Eastern I l linois 
Facilities needed would include existing space in the self­
study materials center with . materials housed in the media 
library. Office space for on� full-time staff member--a 
faculty carrel on the second floor of the library would be 
adequat�. A room near the self-study materials center 
would need to be assigned for seminar and class meet ings . 
This would al low record keeping, special material distri­
bution , small-group meetings and seminars , discussion , and 
special help for students .  The room would need to be avail­
able on a permanent basis because the size , composit ion , and 
frequency of meeting times must be flexible as students gain 
skills at varying rates . The Human Potential seminars , on a 
group basis , should be staffed by a professional in the area 
of counseling and guidance . Dr . Sanders on a one-to-four 
or one-to-three basis would be ideal . The real benefits for 
Eastern would result from increased retention of students 
and the strong possibility of external funding· for con­
tinuing or expanding this cooperative yenture. 
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READING-STUDY SKILLS I 
A .  Course Description : 
---
A course designed to improve basic reading abilities through 
developmental exercies for increasing reading rate and com­
prehension . Inc luded is the app lication of techniques for 
improving skills in listening, note taking , and study-type 
reading . 
. 
B. General Objectives for Student Achievement : 
A student not achieving at reading levels conunensurate with 
his desires and abilities will improve his skills so that he 
will be able to use them successfully in his scpolastic work 
and in the practical experiences of his daily life.  He wi l l ,  
before leaving the program, be familiar with the library and 
study-related materials so that he wi l l  be able· on his own to 
make use of a wide variety of materials , techniques, and equip­
ment to increase the probability of continuing success in 
academic life. 
C .  Mehods of Teaching : 
One lecture and class discussion period is held . at the 
beginning of each week to explain and discuss skil l s ,  tech­
niques and use of equipment . Two laboratory periods follow 
in which students practice the exercises , use the equipment , 
and consult with the instructor . 
D .  Proposed Course Outline : 
Week l - Introduction to method, equipment , procedure 
Week 2 , 3 , 4  � Study Skills, Reading 
Week 5 , 6 . - Continue reading improvement , specific academic problems 
Week 7 - How to prepare for examinations 
Week 8 - Evaluation· 
5 5  
HUMAN POTENTIAL SEMINAR 
A ,  Course Description : 
A group which places emphasis upon positive human qualities 
in others as well as in onesel f .  Also incorporated in this 
group process is the establishment of realistic academic �oals 
toward which the participant ' is encouraged to work . 
B. Course Objective� : 
To help the student become aware of the available resources on 
the university campus : financial aid , advisement ,  career infor­
mation, counseling , etc .  To increase an individual ' s  self-. affirmation,  self-det erminat ion , self-motivat ion , and desira­
bility of a college education . Self-aff irmation is defined as 
liking oneself more as the individual is able to recognize his 
strengths· and achievements . Self-determination is the deciding 
upon and setting immediate and long-range personal and academic 
goal s .  Self-motivation means the deve lopment of techniques 
directing one ' s  energy toward achieving the goals he has set 
for his academic and personal life . 
c. Methods of Teaching 
This is a group process which .is structured. Students are 
encouraged to share life and academic experiences , relate 
achievements ; explore personal values . The instructor ' s  
role is to orient the participants to the resources on the 
university campus and to guide the group ·through a series ot 
experiences designed to meet course obj ectives. 
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